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THE WRONGFUL REJECTION OF BIG THEORY (MARXISM) BY FEMINISM AND QUEER THEORY: A
BRIEF DEBATE*

INTRODUCTION

A specter is haunting America's Left, the specter of fear: the fear of being
perceived as "mediocrely petty-bourgeois and vaguely social-democratic,"1 the fear of
participating in "any enterprise aimed at building against all forms of particularism.”2
This is the fear of “essentialist” meta-narratives; it is a fear of Marxism.
The Left avoided this damaging perception by embracing post-modernist thought.
Like any theory born toward the end of a century, post-modernism nurtured a fin de siècle
atmosphere, based on derision, disillusion, and parody style. Reason became a metaphor,
which ridiculed “the man who wishes to be taken seriously as a philosopher.”3 Thus, the
Left embraced post-modern and post-structural French thought as its theoretical
foundation to explain “the other” and such universal social problems as those posed by
gender and sexual discrimination.
It is common knowledge that despite their universality Marx did not address them
separately in his theory of capitalism. Marx focused on the public sphere where the
worker's alienation and self-alienation took place, and famously explained how the
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worker felt at home only in his leisure time, while at work he felt homeless.4 While
Marx's observations are about workers generally, women, men, and children, he was
aware of the inhuman plight women and children were exposed to both at home and in
the public sphere. Marx described their predicament across Europe from the Danube to
the Atlantic Ocean. For example, he poignantly illustrated how, in the second half of the
19th century, in the former “Danubian Principalities (now Roumania),”5 as part of the
corvée system, entire peasant families -- which included of course, women and children-had to work had to work three days a week “gratis” for the “capitalist”--the owner of the
land. Similarly, in England, the “cotton-spinning” industry occupied children, as young
as “7 years” from 6 o’clock in the morning to 9 o’clock at night six days a week.6
Implicitly, women, of course, must have known a worse treatment.
Nevertheless Marx was not a feminist. While critical of the status quo, he was not
concerned only with the women's subordination.7 Marx was concerned with
commodification, with the never-ending process of creation of new wants that were, by
their nature, impossible for the working class to satisfy, and which thus caused alienation
that begged for wages and thus for exploitation.8 He did notice gender discrimination, but
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he thought it a result of capitalist exploitation. Of course, perhaps capitalist exploitation
may well be the result of the exercise of power in a patriarchally structured society, but
he ignored such an analysis. Marx believed that the most meaningful group identity was
economic, not cultural. The difference in degree between a child-worker's exploitation
and that of his parents, Marx left for liberals, often identified as “liberal crétins,”9 to
minimize. Similarly, Marx was not a queer theorist. To my knowledge, he ignored sexual
orientation discrimination.
In the United States, to the extent there had been a Marxist left, eventually, gender
and sexual orientation discrimination replaced the Marxist "essentialist" discourse.
Currently, identity politics – that is, politics focused on non-economic “identity” features
-- are dominating the Left-leaning public discourse.
However, despite their opposing stance, identity politics rely on "essentialist"
points of view. On one hand, they tend to reduce their members' identity to any noneconomic given trait, as determining their individual members’ point of view.10 On the
other hand, post-modern thought, despite its aspirations, is strikingly modernist. It
assumes a grand narrative to make sense of it all. MacKinnon--who acknowledged that
"[f]eminism has no theory of the state”11--also recognized that feminist literature relies on
either a liberal or a Marxist understanding of society.12 Thus, to the extent identity
politics do not use "redemptive human projects" as Fredric Jameson noted in 1984,13 and
do not care about the world around them, they may even be perceived as socially
9
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reactionary. They endorse the existing order, which epistemologically relies on
essentialist assumptions that Huxley's Brave New World describes so well.
Of course, "if you lick my nipple," as Michael Warner remarked, "the world
suddenly seems insignificant."14 Then, identity becomes more than a cultural trait. It
becomes "the performance of desire." It becomes a place of "ideological contestation
over need," or, in other words, an ideology that demands "legitimacy for its desire."
Marx too talked about desire, the result of the never-ending production of
commodities. Thus, if, at first sight, it may seem that identity politics and Marxism have
very little in common, that may not be necessarily true. My thesis is that, furthermore,
they need each other. On one hand, feminist and queer symbolism need a grand social
theory to attract popular support for their demands. On the other hand, Marxism needs to
be rediscovered.
Ontologically, Marxism is useful to go beyond the regressive nature of postmodern politics that stresses micro-politics to the detriment of mass politics. While
"identity politics seem to breed more identity politics,"15 Marxism can provide the
grounds to unify the disparate political movements. It can provide values and ideals that
"might unite specific movements for specific goals."16 Of course, this would be a bold
move for identity politics, which have distanced themselves from the masses in an almost
desire to be beyond Left and Right. However, such distancing is hard to achieve, and
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often it is perceived as undemocratic. For example, gay and feminist activism in the
countries of the former Soviet bloc arrived with right-wing neo-liberal ideology.17
Empirically, it might just be shown that all major achievements of identity politics
took place at a time when the Marxist concepts of "exploitation" and "alienation" were
more commonly used than today, because the academe had not repudiated Marxism and
its system of ethical values, and Marxist concepts were explained in schools without the
teacher’s disparagement. For instance, requesting women’s rights met with success at the
beginning of the 1970s, because, perhaps, the existing Left-leaning public discourse
caused the Supreme Court to accept their existence among the other fundamental
individual rights. Moreover, it is well known that "the greatest gains for affirmative
action for Blacks and other oppressed people and women were made under Republican
Richard Nixon's presidency in the early 1970s" (internal quotes omitted).18 It is common
knowledge that all democratic achievements under the Nixon administration were the
result of public pressure.
By contrast, today, when a Marxist constructivist critique of capitalism is taken
derisively by so-called progressive lawyers and politicians, then even more modest
demands--by Marxist standards--are and can easily be viewed as extreme by both courts
and legislators. Absent the Marxist ethical foundation of social justice, identity theories
seem to have lost their social edge as well as their goals of resistance and insurgency.
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Today, feminism is not about socialism--that is too silly19--it is about “progressive
corporate law.”20
Usually scholars talk about two modes of post-modernism: one reactionary and
the other “resistant.” The “reactionary” mode, according to Hal Foster, would seem to be
an example of pure commodification and involves “an instrumental pastiche of pop- or
pseudo-historical forms.”21 The “resistant” mode is concerned “with a critical
deconstruction of tradition . . . with a critique of origins, not a return to them.” It is my
understanding that feminist as well as queer theories belong to the latter form of postmodern theories. However, by rejecting the Marxist theoretical framework, as stated
below, they may end up focusing too much on the individual and thus sharing the
conservative’s reactionary social politics that individuals (unlike corporations) do not
deserve government subsidies. Marxism and its propensity for human rights, which
include social and economic rights for all, cannot but help feminist and queer theories
reconnect with “the others” that are not part of their culturally identified groups, but
nevertheless understand the discourse of human rights, for example, and thus empathize
with the demands made on behalf of these minorities.

MARXISM AS THE BIG BAD WOLF
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Marxism22--which I explain in much more depth somewhere else23--is usually
described as a comprehensive theory that articulates the principal lines of historical
human development as a whole.24 Jon Elster refused to define it per se but let us
understand that Marxism could be viewed as theoretical developments of Marx’s
writings.25 Thus, at a minimum, Marxism is Marx’s writings. Marxism is an essential
theoretical foundation to any progressive (mass) movement because it “includes both a
specific conception of the good life, and a specific notion of distributive justice.26
Instead of being ignored,27 Marxism can be used as the theoretical base of any
progressive identity theory as well. It usefully highlights socio-economic distinctions
among the members of all different minority groups, such as “paupers, vagrants,
criminals, prostitutes, etc.”28 who do not belong to either the “genteel” or middle-class.29
Socio-economic identity is more than a cultural ornament30 or an innocuous
quaint parallel reality.31 Marxism is the only theory that demystifies the fashionable non-
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class divisions of today, and helps us understand that “cultural divisions,” as Jon Elster
demonstrated, “are never class neutral.” Additionally, Elster noted that “[i]t is invariably
the case that classes are distributed non-randomly over cultural groups”32 and, one may
add, over minority groups as well. Marxism offers an identity to the millions of havenots,33 the many more that struggle “to pay their mortgages and get their children off to
college,”34 and also to the few that do not understand either poverty or struggle.
It can be argued that there are “more complex” theoretical perspectives than
Marxism that explain social phenomena. There are theories aware of a variety of
distinctions that include race, sex, and sexual orientations that offer a laced-like approach
to society. However, Marxism remains a valid social theory, because as Lewis Feuer
mentioned, often “[its] bold vision does grasp more of historical reality than the more
complex”35 ones.
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Furthermore, not only the “lowest class” (the poor) is economically identifiable.
Even the rich are part of the class structure,36 and thus describable in terms of their
economic prowess. In fact, Marxist discourse transcends the interests of a specific group.
As Raymond Williams observed, it helps us understand how the economic component of
our lives sets limits and exerts pressures on our daily choices.37 Extrapolated to law, as
shown here, we enjoy only the rights we can afford.
Marxism prides itself on exfoliating social appearances and finding the common
denominator among social realities.38 Marx reduced society--the space of human
interaction--to its raw essence: to an economic and a non-economic component.
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detractors found this “essentialism” to be its major fault. Disagreeing, I suggest that
“essentialism” may prove necessary to progressive politics today. If indeed we are
witnessing a return to mass politics, then even progressive incremental reforms need a
larger intellectual goal. Those who are not direct beneficiaries of those reforms need to
be able to identify with the larger – human rights goal, for example – to support them
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with their vote, or to pressure the Supreme Court Justices to refrain from emptying of
meaning individual rights previously gained.

FEMINIST & QUEER THEORIES

As identity theories, feminist and queer theories problematize the “connection of
identity and politics.”40 They distance themselves from Marxism in every conceivable
way. Methodologically, they focus on introducing non-economic “identity as a factor in
any political analysis” rather than identifying a set of objective needs that had been
ignored by previous theories and then trying to address them politically. Feminist theories
describe themselves as “middle range theories” that mediate “between the material
circumstances of women’s lives and the grand realization that law is gendered, that law is
a manifestation of power, that law is detrimental to women.”41
Undeniably, our laws are mainly the work of men, whether they are assembled in
legislatures or members of the judiciary. This fact could pose grave danger for the
wellbeing of women, but it does not necessarily prove a causal relation between the laws
that are perceived as nefarious and the composition of the legislative and the judiciary
body.42 Furthermore, if law is detrimental to women it does not necessarily mean that law
is detrimental to all women. That being said, law remains a manifestation of power,
which is detrimental to all who are economically in a position of subordination.
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Feminist theories represent a first wave of fragmentation of general theories.
Feminist theories follow the current of “left thought that runs away from political
economy”43 toward issues of identity.
Queer theories go a step further, beyond identity. Queer theories tend to avoid any
type of characterization, even a cultural one. If feminist theories famously emphasize that
“the personal is political”44 and discuss identity politics, queer theories go further, and
point out that any type of collective identity needs to be re-examined because identity
“can be deployed to harm its own subjects.”45
In fact, the signifier queer can be viewed both as a term that defines a desire to be
representative of both "lesbian" and "gay" groups and as a term used to replace identity as
a monolithic characteristic with one that is multi-layered, which rests on the ways other
types of cultural identity such as race, gender, and ethnicity influenced sexuality.46 A
defiant refusal to use terms of the dominant discourse may also be interpreted as a desire
to bring, under one conceptual umbrella, as many fragmented discussions as possible. So,
more than anti-assimilationist and anti-separatist, it is, perhaps, an acknowledgment that
coalitions can be made. Moreover, perhaps it is an opening for recognizing that very little
can be achieved within the self-imposed and maybe even artificial walls of the category
itself.
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Feminist legal theory dates from early 1970s, and corresponds to the “second
wave” of American feminism, the wave ignited by Betty Friedan’s The Feminine
Mystique. The “first wave” of feminism is thought to have started in the 19th century
with the fight for the vote and to have ended in 1920 with the enfranchisement of
women.47 The current third wave of feminism challenges single-trait analysis in law as
unrealistic.48 If feminism always focused on an “anti-essentialist” critique of society,
especially power relations, to reveal that sex influenced both the development of societal
structures and thus, of legal norms, the third wave of feminism further rejects the unitary
“woman” category from the legal discourse. The third wave of feminism, having
developed contemporaneously with queer theory, has successfully incorporated queer
theory ideals, which defy, for example, the “traditional dyad of spouse and child as the
primary, if not exclusive, objects of women’s hedonic lives,”49 into its literature.
Despite their differences, it can also be said that feminist legal theories are unified
by their multiple perspective approach and their lack if ideological unity. However, if the
ambition of any social theoretical construct is to have some practical impact, which can
mean changing the general view about the social phenomenon or nurturing some form of
social action, then this ambition can be described as unifying feminist theories as well.
Social change is obtained through social action. Arguably, the most advanced
form of social action is collective political action. However, it will require, at a minimum,
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“a sense of shared identity and purpose.”50 Marxism could offer that sense of shared
purpose.
Nevertheless, both feminist and queer theories have been successful, because they
brought social change, both when it required popular legislative support and today, when
the Supreme Court’s changes require only elite support.
There are statutes and court decisions that recognize the social issues underlined
in those theories. Either by name or through their proposed theoretical strategies, some of
the most significant theoreticians have also been publicly acknowledged. For example, in
the unanimous opinion of the first Supreme Court decision, which favorably decided a
claim of sexual harassment, Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson,51 the archconservative
Justice Rehnquist incorporated the radical views of Professor Catharine MacKinnon on
sexual policing.52
Queer theories met with success too. A recent one is the Supreme Court's decision
in Lawrence v. Texas,53 where Justice Kennedy focused on "the liberty of all" rather than
curtailing it under the Court's "own moral code,"54 as the Court did, two decades earlier,
in Bowers v. Hardwick,55 when it denied constitutional protection to adult same sex
partners engaged consensual sexual acts.56 However, as commentators have mentioned,
Lawrence v. Texas may not be quite what it seems, because what it exalts may be viewed
50
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as nothing more than the equivalent of marital sex.57 However, the nature of identity
politics success is incremental,58 so more sexual freedom is tomorrow’s fight. That said,
what can be achieved tomorrow depends on the political climate of that day, and on what
is then considered reasonable.

IDENTITY POLITICS V. MARXISM

The problems raised by feminist and queer theories vis-à-vis Marxism could be
described using Janet Halley’s paradigm
understandings.59

Minoritizing

of minoritizing and universalizing

understandings

are

about

politics-of-recognition,

particularity, while universalizing understandings are about social constructivist models.
And as Pierre Bourdieu put it

I know too well that […] it is all too easy to deride the
mediocrely petty-bourgeois and vaguely social-democratic
inspiration of any enterprise aimed at building, against all
forms of particularism […]60
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Marxism belongs to that universalist school of thought. It assumes a general
consensus of ethical values that seems to be the very reason for the derision current
politics shows it to be. I deplore the derision. It cannot be but a doctrinal façade:
achieving a decent lifestyle for all must be a value respected by all progressive
movements, whether their acknowledged preoccupation rests with the “night thoughts of
a tired surgeon” and not with Hiroshima, as the legend goes for Sylvia Plath’s choice, for
example.61
From a feminist point of view, the main deficiency of Marxism is its focus on the
economy. Marx has been viewed as eliminating those activities identified by feminists as
“reproductive” (childcare, nursing) as well as those concerned with kinship regulation.
Marx was accused of using a narrow meaning of “production,” and not including in his
meaning of “mode of production of material life” all social interaction “conducive to the
creation and re-creation of a society’s physical existence.” 62
Catharine MacKinnon dislikes Marx’s writings for ignoring women.63 However,
the best articulated criticism of Marxism is that its construction of "class" is essentialist
and ignores the oppression of social groups not constituted economically.64 It is well
known that together with post-modernism, post-structuralism feminism "engendered" the
orthodox interpretation of "reproduction" of class relations. If issues, such as
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reproductive rights and unpaid household labor were marginal to Marxist discourse, to its
credit, feminism brought them to center stage.65
However, Marxism remains relevant today. In addition to what has already been
mentioned, Marxism can also help explain how the oppression of gays and lesbians,66 as
Stabile aptly noted, is expressed economically through "denial of employment, housing,
health care."67 Any comprehensive demand for human rights, which would include social
and economic rights in addition to civil and political ones, would have such
discrimination addressed. Moreover, Marxism can help feminists to focus on issues that
are meaningful to those who do not enjoy what Spivak defined as "the institutional
privileges of power."68
Marxism is able to unite feminists from different parts of the world whose
interests otherwise may not intersect. For example, Marxism offers the tools to criticize
the spurge of globalization69 and the end of garment trade quotas, who caused women in
many regions of the globe to face the bleak choice of either working in “real sweatshops”70 and earn “30 cents and hour”71 instead of “$3.05”72 or becoming prostitutes.73
Recently, this choice was faced by Chinese women, who were previously employed in
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the American garment companies of Saipan, Northern Mariana Islands, which is also
known as a “quiet little American territory.”74
Marxism is able to provide insights into a world divided into classes whose
members form further alliances according to a wide set of interest and identities,
including gender and sexuality. With its focus on class struggle, Marxism can provide
theoretical guidance to those who want to organize social movements along other lines of
social interest. For example,

Marxists have contributed to struggles over reproductive
rights by showing the links between feminist concerns
about gender subordination and the rights of women and
class issues about who does the work of child care and
under what conditions or about who has access to
reproductive technology and medical services and for what
reasons.75
Marxism can also help explain the spread of HIV in economically deprived areas
of the globe, or in riddled with prostitution. It can help, again, because it explains how the
virus was brought in to a large extent by poverty and ignorance--often a result of poverty.
However, as queer theorists have noted, there are "privileged forms of sexuality"
such as "heterosexuality, marriage, and procreation--that are protected and awarded by
the state and subsidized through social and economic incentives."76 They need to be
addressed separately, and Marx did ignore them. Nevertheless, if making distinctions is
intellectually necessary, similarly necessary is seeing commonality among differences.
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Especially if mass politics are to be involved, a singular focus on sexuality and gender
may be ill-advised.
For the last few decades, the Left and the Right have played good cop/bad cop
when it comes to regulating sexuality. Sexuality has been a "field of power, a category of
identity" for the Left, but, equally so, the Right and the Left address it successfully as a
"site of critique." Queer theory has been a critique of heterosexuality as a regulatory
social practice. For the Right, sexuality is a place to criticize liberals, and we fear today
that we was gained yesterday may be lost tomorrow.
An answer to those uncertainties is Marxism, whose materialism remains useful
both for feminist and for queer theories. A materialist queer critique, for example,
explains how human capacities for reproduction and pleasure are "always historicized
and organized under certain specific conditions across a complex ensemble of social
relations--economic, political, ideological."77 Furthermore, it explains how sexuality
mediates and traverses "other facets of social reproduction."
Understanding sexuality from a systemic social perspective has several
implications.
First of all, while it acknowledges that sexuality is always
discursively constructed, it simultaneously insists that the
materiality of sexuality is not just discursive. This
perspective shift encourages us to address how the
normative discursive construction of sexuality as
heterosexuality has been imbricated in divisions of wealth
and has helped organize state relations and formations or
citizenship. But such a systemic materialist analysis also
exerts critical pressure on lesbian, gay, and queer politics as
well, raising questions about the relationship between the
view of social life in most queer theory as so thoroughly
and exclusively stylized, textual, and performative, and the
increasing commodification of homosexuality as a new
77
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market niche, (life)style, or fashion statement. It questions
as well the loosening of heterosexual gender codes among
the professional/consumer class in "postindustrial"
economies and the invisible laborers elsewhere on which
they depend. [...] materialist queer theory can both provoke
the left to confront its blindness to heterosexuality and
further develop a radical oppositional politics that speaks
out not only for urban middle-class queers but also to those
lesbians, gays, and queers in prisons and shelters, in
factories and migrant camps, for whom the playful
subversion of sexual identities is a much more limited
option.78
Additionally, if the radical discourse today is about more detailed issues, such as
eradication of HIV, expansion of reproductive rights, elimination of child abuse, and the
battering of women, that does not negate the value of Marxism. On a different, but related
note, the academe, as the creator of radical discourse, need to be wary of its proliferation.
Boris Kagarlitsky called such discourse explosion "a projection onto social and
political life of the market situation of redundant diversity."79 If "redundant diversity" is a
characteristic feature of the capitalist market, which adds to the choice of goods, a choice
between advertising symbols, which changes the discourse from one of a competent
choice to one of manipulated choice by advertisers, in politics, something similar has
happened. Kagarlitsky explained the process as the result of the "commercial
propaganda," which demands that new goods constantly appear on the market.80 There
are even rumors of the decline of women's studies in the academy, replaced by a more
contemporary consideration of sexuality.81
The simple old formula of "class struggle," "social
transformation," solidarity" and "popular power" are
becoming "old fashioned" not because they are remote
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from the needs of present-day humanity, but because they
are forced onto a subordinate level by new ideas formulated
so as to accord exactly with the principles of modern
advertising.82

IS THIS THE END/MY FRIEND?

Where are we in terms of progressive legal theory and social movements?
Clearly, we are not near any theory that relies on any deep social consensus or on any
strategy of change commanded from the centers of power.
Our society continues to further “splinter”83 every day into finer divisions, and
those divisions are translated into legal theories that do not dare to speak for the many.
As Robert W. Gordon noted, almost a decade ago, America had known an amazing large
array of progressive legal theories supporting similarly progressive social movements:
“civil rights, women’s rights, welfare rights, children’s rights, gay and lesbian rights,
international human rights, immigrants’ and farm workers’ rights, environmentalism and
community development.”84 And correspondingly, by some standards, America has
known extraordinary changes in “racial relations and perceptions, in the roles and
relations of men and women, and in beliefs about the appropriate relation of humans to
their natural environment.”85
Identity politics seem to be running away from the basic institutions of civil
democracy, such as civic equality, toward "medieval concepts of specific rights, liberties
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and privileges possessed by each particular social group."86 They have given rise to their
own political practice, and their main achievement has been affirmative action.87
Affirmative action aims at improving the career prospects of members of
oppressed groups within the society.88 But what if such affirmative plans are not related
to general measures to create jobs and democratize society--for example by improving
the national education system, including the inner city schools, and by fighting for job
creation for alls,89--and instead are just a ploy to strengthen the elite? In fact, it is
interesting to note that the position of women also improved in the countries where there
still is a strong labor movement, and the lives of the poor also improved.90 In fact the data
show that in the United States, middle- and upper-class white women benefited the most
from the program.91 Thus, it may be said that identity politics do not seem to find fault
with participating in the reproduction of injustices and imbalances. Instead, they seem to
be happy to participate in infusing "new blood" in the elite itself.92
So where are we now, both theoretically and practically in terms of progressive
and transformative politics? In 1998, in the middle of a Democratic administration, it
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became apparent that even the “smallest victories of the reformers mobilized ferocious
right-wing movements determined to roll them back:”93

Conservatives have managed to replace liberal state and
federal judges with conservatives; to defund and cripple
legal services; to invalidate employment and education
policies aimed at overcoming structural barriers to racial
equality; to demolish welfare entitlements without putting
in their place realistic means of caring for children and
getting work at a living wage; to defeat [what was
presented as] universal access to medical care; and to
weaken enforcement of the labor laws against employers
who illegally fire union organizers [; through crusades for
“family values”] to limit the growing power of women to
control the terms on which they will bear children and
remain in marriages and to reverse the increasing
recognition of the legitimacy of gays and lesbians.94
The same is true today. We are further witnessing a "conservative restoration"95
when few acknowledge the specific class interests on which their political discourse is
structured.96 Feminist and queer theories, for the most part, ignore the context of multinational capitalism, how capitalism affects the lives of billions of women, children, and
queer from the less developed countries. In fact, since the collapse of the USSR, the free
market has been credited with economic prosperity and human freedom. De we want to
let free market ideologies define our ideal of human freedom?
Marxism offers the tools to understand the limits of such freedom because it
emphasizes the incredible suffering unrestrained capitalism produced all over the world.
Globalized capitalism indeed freed small elite – which includes members of the gender
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and sexual minorities as well -- and brought human freedom to some very few
everywhere. Furthermore, as mentioned above, the need for regulations that both
feminists and queer theorists demand on the domestic front are more easily to obtain
within a Marxist frame.97
So where are we today? The only change between then and now is that both
liberal and conservative politics use the anti-establishment symbols. The liberals promote
the “hawkish” Hillary, who reviews our troops stationed in Iraq and has “warm words to
opponents of legalized abortion,” whose religious message champions “teenage
celibacy.”98 The conservatives promote the “dominatrix” Condi who also reviews our
troops but is stylishly dressed in stiletto boots.99 Both the democrats and the
conservatives use Mary Cheney, whom the Right puts “sometimes onstage, sometimes
not, depending on the stage and the target audience.”100
So what is the state of progressive politics for both feminists and queer theorists
in 2005? Presently, using the words of Chastity Bono, it seems that the only thing to
matter is advancing one’s individual agendas of “power and career, and that completely
takes over anything else."101 So identity theories may support individual achievement,
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with little benefit for the masses. Is that good? Is that bad? Is there anything else
possible?

SUGGESTION: DIVERSIFY THE DISCOURSE & INTRODUCE MARXIST VALUES

My suggestion is that perhaps progressive politicians, based on non-economic
identity issues, which, by definition, have a minimalist approach to social change, lost
something when they distanced themselves from Marxism, whose focus is on essential
economical features, on the exploitation of the others--the impoverished masses. The gap
between the rich and the poor is deepening each day. There are more people who become
poor than rich today, and the gap is greater than it was a decade ago. So even if there are
more women in the work force and in places of social importance today than a few
decades ago, are they representative of their group? Or is that only a shift in the
composition of the privileged?
Clearly there are limits in the positions that those, who are now part of the elite,
can take. It is worth noting that if being white, male, and middle-class had been viewed
as an impediment in representing accurately the position of those who identified
themselves as females, as belonging to a racial minority group, or other similarly
subordinate group, those women who reach the levels of power previously held by white
middle-class males ought to lose their representative legitimacy as well, for reasons of
theoretical coherence. They may not be white or males, but becoming middle-class or
even upper-middle-class must have the same negative impact on them as well. Or maybe
we should forget about such identity legitimizing issues, because, as Kim Lane Scheppele
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once said “it is simply not true that people can’t understand those whose experiences and
values are very different from their own,”102 and similarly, people can fruitfully represent
and be represented by others with whom they may not share the skin color, gender, or
sexual orientation as long they share the same political goals.
Perhaps the problems rest with the current Left symbolism, which has been so
easily cannibalized by the Right. Maybe we should try to find ways to make it impossible
for the Right to do it.103 Perhaps, as I tried to explain somewhere else,104 gender and
sexual discourse is just too slippery, in the way it is constructed today, to be the sole
representative of progressive politics.
Perhaps, as other commentators have noticed, it is time to return to a discourse
based on political economy.105 Perhaps it is time to reassess the tactics employed by
progressive politics, and see the limits of what can be and has been achieved using the
existing methods. One major way to change tactics is through education.106 Through
education we can conserve or attempt to change “the culture inherited from the past.”107
What are the legal theories offered to students today? Have the students’ legal
imaginations been shuttered by the theories they have been exposed to recently? Are they
able to imagine alternative distributive justice systems?
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Despite attacks from the Right, from conservative and free-market ideologies, as
well as from the post-modern left theories, such as feminism and queer theories, Marxism
"retains formidable critical powers"108 that derive from its "profound allegiance to
struggle for social justice."109 To the extent feminism and queer theories are struggles for
social justice, then the Marxist symbolism cannot but help, especially because continuing
to rely on the epistemological stances of post-modernist "relativity," which ignores social
justice for all, threatens to be perceived as reactionary.

CONCLUSION

The mass organizations have been replaced by "non-government organizations”
(NGOs). Radicalism does not entice poverty and self-sacrifice anymore.110 Despite this
bourgeois radicalism, there are signs that mass politics have come back. If true, then
progressive theories need the foundational knowledge to deal with mass politics.
Marxism offers it. Religion offers it, too.
The successes of the Reagan conservatism and, now, the Bush Right Wing
policies, rest, to a large degree, on their "ability to provide society with a unifying
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mythology, capable of mobilizing a massive social base of conservatives."111 They
resuscitated God.
In contrast, Democrats, then and now, were unable to "put forward anything that
might have unified their heterogeneous social base." They lacked a vocabulary for the
common good.112 Gitlin and the others who decried the Left's rejection of a universalist
approach were then criticized as being angry white men. During the latest presidential
elections, and since then, the Left seems more inclined to invoke religious morals rather
than a secular morality of social justice. The Left has replaced anger with piousness in
public discourse only to achieve failure.
However, if the Left concentrate on human rights, and include in that discourse
also economic social rights in addition to political rights, and tell the masses that it
understands their alienation, their fears, their anxieties regarding lack of jobs, lack proper
education, and lack of health care, maybe progressive politics can be resuscitated. Voting
alone does not establish a democracy. However, through the vote, people come together
and small revolutions happen. Because, the 21st century may not necessarily become the
new obscurantist Middle Ages, but it clearly defines itself as a century that rests on meganarratives that are meant to compensate for a life more and dissatisfied in a global
capitalist society that creates wants that can never be mass satisfied.
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